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3Cnifeb States Senate :.. . .

.' .34:.;
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20010 ,

May 9, 1980
.

Our File: 20128170008
.

gii

Congressional Liaison b5 . ==

Nuclear Regulatory Commission
1717 H Street, NW
Washington, D.C. 20555

. . . . . . . . . . . .

p ="==
Dear Director: :f..

g

Because of the desire of this office to be If'

responsive to all inquiries and communications, your :;

I
I.;; .......consideration of the attached is requested. Your

findings and views, in duplicate form, along with
[". ~"

:

return of the enclosure, would be greatly appreciated.
It would also be helpful to me if your response is :.; . ...
mailed to my office at the address below and INCLUDES . . , .

THE FILE NU'1BER SHOWN ON THE COMMUNICATION I HAVE SENT i...

TO YOU.
.. .

, . . . . . . . . . .

.

ially, k::'

b/ C- M, <-,

Richard (Dick) Stone'

,;[, q;.[RDS/vms
f.~.Enclosure

PLEASE REPLY TO: POST OFFICE BOX 4081
=====TALLAHASSEE, 'LORIDA 32303
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?ROVISIONS OF THE PRIVACY ACT OF 197L1 PROHIBIT DISCLOSURE
OF A RECORD OR INFORMATION WITHOUT THE CONSEtJT OF THE
INDIVIDUAL WHO IS SUBJECT OF THE RECORD. IN ORDER TO
FACILITATE EXPEDITIOUS HANDLING OF CONSTITUENT REQUESTS,
I WOULD APPRECIATE YOUR SIGNING THE FOLLOWING STATEMENT
WHICH WILL GIVE ME YOUR PERMISSION TO MAKE AN INQUIRY WITH
THE APPROPRIATE AGENCY. IF YOU ARE :NQUIRING ABOUT A CASE
DEALING WITH A THIRD PARTY, THAT PAR"Y MUST SIGN THIS
STATEMENT.

[ N-

l. hkL$ 'Y/ /?/
j (Date

e'

i Dear Senator Stone:

Understanding the provisions of the privacy Act of
.

1974, I hereby authorize you to contact the appropriate
1 agency to assist me in resolving my problem.
I.
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THE NEW YORK ACADEMY OF SCIEtiCES THREE MILE ISLAf1D C0fiFEREfiCE:

A VEHICLE FOR PROM 0TIfiG fiUCLEAR EtiERGY Af;D SUPPRESSIf4G DISSENT?

"We dcn't really want to talk about nuclear issues. . . . [B11] is an incident in
technological history." So decland Thomas Moss, conference planning chairman
and aide to Congressman George Brown on March 25, 1980.

| Mr. Moss is correct. Today's conference will, in all probability, successfully
avoid talking about the real issues raised by the BfI " incident". Instead, it
will, thanks to donations made by U.S. taxpayers and private utilities, serve-

; as a platform for nucicar apologists like John Lamarsh, Norman Rasmussen,
j Merril Eisenbud, Alvin Weinberg, Chauncey Starr, Mason Willrich, and the Atomic
! Industrial Forum, whose public statements and actions have in the main defended
1 the right cf the nuclear establishment to irradiate citizens without their

' ' knowledge or consent. (Mr. Eisenbud is most famous for his testimony before

! congressional committe,es in the 1960s wherein he asserted that the nuclear
| weapons tests fallout did no harm to children in Utah and Nevada; a committee
i member pointed out that Eisenbud's analysis of the children's thyroids to de-
! tect iodine-131 was done at least 10 days after exposure -- and therefore most*

of the iodine, whose half-life is eight days, would have decayed in that time.)

i Today's one-sided conference will undoubtedly consist of the usual soothing pap
purveyed by the nuclear establishment. Over vigorous protests of the under-

] signed, it will not present any minority, adversary or dissenting views of what
j really happened at Bil, what the real effects will be, what the real radiation

doses may have been, what the gaps in information are, and what alternative
i findings and interpretations are turning up.
!

; If mention is made at all of the increase in hypothyroidism found in latter

i 1979 in Lancaster County,'it will be attributed to other vague causes. If ref-
crence is made to the amount of fission products released, no mention will be
made of the fact that the official figures (14 curies of iodine-131,13 million

i curies of krypton-SS) do not jibe with the government's own estimates of the
j equivalent curies-millirem dosage to the public used for design-basis acci-
I dents. If reference is made to if-site monitoring, no mention will be made of

the fact that, although the NRC plaimed a rapid fall in radiation 1cvels at in-
creasing distance, the highest radiation readings were detected not close in to

! the TM1 plant but at 10 miles. If reference is made to plant clean-up, no men-
tion will be made of the fact that the accident is still going on (radioactivei

| water, as well as krypton gas, is accumulating; a crumbled core must be dealt
| with; fission products have coated the inside of the containment building; and,
| as a letter from General Public Utilities recently pointed out, cooling and

cican-up procedures could lead to re-criticality). No mention will be made ci-
ther cf the fact that iodine-131 turned up in local milk while cows were on
stored feed, indicating iodine ingestion. Nor will mention be made of the
fact that area residents were not tested for beta particle ingestion but only I

for whole-body irradiation, and that follow-up health studies of nearby resi-
dents will use for the control group the area 10 miles from the plant -- whose
residents may have received higher doses than those close in -- so the study

I results will show nearby residents at less risk. Nor will the discussion on
; low-level radiation refer to the Heidelberg University study showing that the

;
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routine radiation releases from reactors and radioisotopes takeup by the body --
on which the NRC bases its permissible dese standards -- were underestimated by
facters of a hundred and mere and that the original studies were deliberately
fudged to prove lack of har-ful effects.>

'

The political implications of nuclear energy are at Icast as grave as the tech-
nical ones. The nuclear establishment -- utilities, scientists, regulatory

; agencies, research institutions -- continues to utilize all tools at its dis-
Posal to falsify, suppress information critical of nuclear energy, harrass, in-
timidate and threaten dissenters, and exert control over all channels of public'

infor .ation. Today's conference is one of these channels -- a conference paid
for by taxpayers, planned in large measure by an aide to an elected official,

| and sponsored by a prestigious scientific academy that, one would fervently
hope, is dedicated to the free and open exchange of information and informed'

| subjective views. ,

Yet the conference, in its makeup and participants, does not even pay lip ser-
vice to public interest, adversary or environmental views; only two public in-

!, terest participants are involved. The panel on public reaction has nc indepen-
dent 1ccal person from, the Harrisburg area; the local public is represented by| -

a Seattle, Washington, firm hired by the NRC to assess attitudes after 'mI, and
by Anne Trunk, member of the Kemeny Cormission (and reportedly married to a
member of the nuclear profession).

Apparently the nuclear establishment learned early on that access to public in-
formation channels must be secured and monopolized. The implications for the
future of our democratic society are not encouraging. We are now seeing here,

j as well as in the courtrooms, Icgislatures and administrative hearing rooms,
j only a small part of what is a concerted conspiratorial effort to not only mis-

inform the media and public but, more important, to short-circuit, with every
legal, adcinistrative and public relations tool, the citizens' right to due
process. Some examples:

1. The Atomic Safety and Licensing Board in the Susquehanna 1 and 2 reac-'

tor licensing proceedings recently considered a request by* the utility ap-
plicant to prohibit citizen intervenors from cross-examining their own
witnesses or litigating their own cententions. The utility submitted
2,000 interrogatories to the intervenors (who lack funding and who must,

make a living in addition to intervening) to tie them up and prevent their
timely response.

2. The NRC is promulgating a rule, regarding reactor accident emergency
notification, that would permit the release of 1,000 curies of iodine-131<

and pe mit imminent ccre melting before declaration of a site or general
emer6ency and public notification.

3. The-government is using the discredited Rasmussen reactor safety study
accident probability figures as its basis for emergency planning, but re-
fuses to examine catastrophic (class 9 accident) consequences as part of

I such planning and is limiting such planning to a 10-mile radius -- even
j thcugh the Rasmussen study reco:. mends evacuation out to 25 miles in the

event of serious accidents. (What is the technical basis for assuming ra-

dioactivity will step at the 10-mile mark?)
,

The U.S. Department of Transportation has proposed a rulemaking that*
.
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WJuld pre-empt local bans on radioactive waste transport and permit the
use of highways in densely populated areas like New York City for trans-
porting spent fuel -- even though an NRC study (NUREG 0561) specifical:y
states that spent fuel-shipments should avoid populated areas when possi-
ble.

S. The NRC, despite congressional and public opposition, is now charging
the public for documents, guides and impact statements, which will un-
doubtedly discourage public participation (and, of course, this means we
pay twice for the reports -- once in our tax bill and once when we buy the
doc ument) .

6. The NRC is trying to exempt itself from requirements of the Freedoc of
Information Act regarding radioactive waste transport and emergency plan-
ning. If localities -- on whom the burden of public protection and clean-

, up is placed -- are prevented from knowing transport routes, they cannot
do proper preparation. Restrictions on public notice (see item 2) mean
that a serious site emergency or radiation release could go on for a 1cng

,

time, presumably to prevent public alarm, to the point where last-minute
emergency measures could cause greater harm, chaos and panic.

7. In NRC proceedings under way regarding " confidence" in the existence
of safe radioactive waste disposal, the NRC staff is excluding discovery,
another severe limitation on public inquiry and access to information.

8. The scientific method continues to be perverted. Rather than discard-
ing unproven hypotheses when data are faulty or non-existent, the nuclear
scientists -- having pre-selected the hypothesis that nuclear power is
clean, safe and necessary -- continue to select those data and studies
(NASH-1400, Inhaber report, AIF study, etc.) that support that hypothesis
and to discard and ignore those that contradict it. This is perhaps the
greatest perversion in the history of science.

In this context, the exclusion of the public and of dissenting. views from to-
day's conference takes on a larger significance.

.

We deplore the active participation by the New York Academy of Sciences in this
successful attempt te exclude dissenting views. By such participation the
academy has done a disservice to .what should be one of its functions: further-
ing free open debate in the interests of a free society.

.

Lorna Salzman
Mid-Atlantic Representative,

Friends of the Earth
Member, New York Academy of Sciences

April 8, 1980 .
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, Birth-Defect Puzzle Found

'

4 In hree Mile Island Area =

hl The Washington Post were ever high enough to cause fetal thyroid prob-y 'I Washington-A new controversy over the nu- lems.Y
clear accident at Three Mile Island appears likely llowever, several local grcups have challer.ged

t

to arise frein the discovery that an abnormal the ofUcial radiatien readm.gn, alleging that insuf-
number of children were born with serious thyrcid ficient monitors were in place or eperat ng at thei
defecta in three Pennsylvania counties in the lat- time of the accident. Wind currents might have
ter part of last year, carried radioactive particles over nearby monitors

The condition is knowri as by and densited them in faraway areas ithout t e
,

which arises when the thyroid landothyroidism, normal dispersal effect, these groups ave sai .is either ab.
sent or doesn't produce normal ormone levels. It None of the hypot roid , cases were i,,n areas

thacan leed to grave mental retardation and stunted 11 i n of he h ee le 1:1 nd,growth unless treated quickly. -

rad at.onState hcalth officials confirr:ed yesterday that
during the last nine months of 1979, le hypothy- a east of Dauphin County, the reactor site. Four
roid babies were worn in three counties that ords' were in Bucha County and three in 14high Coun-,

narily might expect three auch births during that
,

length of time.1ney said they are aln,ut to start gY'.Ordinari!y one baby in 5,000 is born with hy-
an e idemiological investigaton that, of course thyroidisp in 19"8 (the lut year for which full
will ave to consider low. level radiation from the hrth statistica were available yesterday) Lancas-
accident at Three Mile Island--edjacent to one of ter Count had 5,500 live births, Bucks County
the counties-as one possible cause. 6,493, an!1ehigh 3,206.

But they-es well as Dr. Thomas Foley of Thyroid problema turned up among Marshall
Pittsburgh Children's Hospital, an authority on Islanders who were expeed to radiation from the
hypothyroidism--all said that the condition co"Id fallout of a U.S. hydrogen bomb test in the Pacific
have many possible causes. on March 1,1954.

They said they know of no cases of hypothyroi- The first cases discovered nine years later
dism ever caused by radiaton at the low level were two children, under five at the time of cupo-
emitted by the crippled reactor, though there is a sure, whose thyroid glands had disappeared.
well established association between high doses of Altogether, of 21 children under 12 who lived
radioactive iodine-one chemical emitted by the on Rongelap Island, some 110 miles from the test -

disabled reactor-and thyroid disease. Radioac- site,19 developed thyroid problems or tumors be-
,

~

r' tive iodine tends to concentrate in the thyroi,d ginning 10 years after exposure.
gland, with destructive effects when the dose is Their dosage, according to measurements by
high enough.

. . the Atomic Energy Comminaion in 1954, was re.
Radiation specialista from the President,a ported at 175 rem.

Commission on Three Mile faland and the Nucle-
at Regulatory Commission said flatly that iodine ,

* "''' '"'"" ' ' ' '
I"J"d'L'e"haa'hfix ucN e*Nt N-Plant Emergency Plan

'There cannot be any connection; I can say White Plaina (AP)-A task force formed uy the
that unequivocally," said Dr. Victor P. Bond, asse four counties nearest the Indien Point nuclear
ciste director of the Brookhaven National Labors- power planta will begin drafting an evacuation
tories for biomedical ud environmental aciences, plan for the area in the event of a nuclear emer-

aka mern_ber o[ thy pr*dential cgmigion''

gancy, it was anncunced yesterday. -

fects the doecs would have td[ # # * #"
of times higher than they were ,e, beth "'' d8 aaid the P wer Authority of the State of New-

York, which operates one of the plant's two active
Harold Peterson of the

,ards said a total of 15 cun,NRC's effice of stan-reactora, has given $25,000 for the project' eleares eilodine 131 was The money goes to the four-county Nu
released from the plr.nt by the end of April, giving Safety Committee, made up of officials of West-
a maximum radiation dcee to the thyroids of area chester, Rockland, Orange and Putnam Counties.

,

raidents of 8 to 20 milbren a. The $25,000 will be u3ed to hire a stafi person
Background radiation peevides 100 millirem to draft the* plan for an area-home to 300,000

'per year. Testa of area res>denta revealed no io- people--within a 10 mile radius of the plant in
dme in their bodies and none was detected in aren Buchanan.
animals or in cows' milk, Bond said. Effecta on fe- Consolidated Edison, which operates the other
tuses born since the accident would have required active reactor, was not asked for money for theE pic up of iodine. project. The Nuclear Regulatory Commission de-

.

"We wo,uld certainly not erpect any effect on
fetal thyroids from these levels," Peterson said. nied the committee's earlier request for funding

The lack of a workable evacuation plan led to
A spokesman for General Public Utilities Inc., a petition to the NRC by the Union of Concerned

,

gn mmpany of the , utility that owr.s nree Scientista asking that the plants be forced tond, said no iodine measurements taken close.
.


